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Abstract: Developers and operators of energy systems based on renewable energy require effective 

models of these systems, including those with hydrogen storage where electrolysers are critical 

components. However, electrolyser models are often either too detailed to be computationally-efficient 

within whole system model, or too inaccurate at times of low production of renewable energy. Our novel 

model addresses this by combining the Tafel equation and an original model for Faradaic efficiency. It 

was validated and tested on plant data from the 250 kW electrolyser at Bright Green Hydrogen’s 

Levenmouth Community Energy Project in Methil, Scotland. The model estimated hydrogen 

consumption more accurately than the ‘Linear Model’ habitually used in industry. Our data also 

emphasized the importance of an optimised control scheme for minimizing hot standby losses. 

Pressurisation during start-up, purging and pressure-driven fluctuations also contributed significant 

losses and scatter when inspecting minute-by-minute data. This knowledge should inform whole system 

analysis and control. 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction  

 

1.1. Background 

The interest in hydrogen as an energy vector is growing worldwide. Hydrogen brings to energy systems its 

versatility of applications, as well as the ability to provide energy storage at relatively high density, at scale and 

for longer periods than other means such as batteries. The UK is currently working on a possible future hydrogen 

economy, with for example the production of three white papers in 2017 by the H2FC consortium that analysed 

the role of hydrogen in energy security, future energy systems and its economic impacts [1]–[3]. Furthermore, the 

European Commission has recognised hydrogen from renewable energy as a necessity and priority for reaching 

the EU’s climate neutrality and zero pollution goal, setting itself a target to install at least 6 GW of renewable 

hydrogen electrolyser capacity between 2020 and 2024, and 40 GW between 2025 and 2030 [4]. This is intended 

as the basis for an industry that will supply a wide range of needs such as hydrogen refuelling stations, trucks, 

rail, maritime and energy storage. The Committee on Climate Change published a report in 2019 on how UK can 

reach net-zero in emissions by 2050, where hydrogen was highlighted multiple times as a possible solution, 

especially for sectors that are difficult to decarbonise for example HGVs and ships [5]. 

Meanwhile, the energy system in Scotland illustrates well the challenges and opportunities for energy storage and 

hydrogen. In 2018 around 26,500 GWh of renewable energy provided nearly 74% of the demand for electrical 

energy [6]. At times, some of this energy is in excess of local demand and must be exported if possible, but 

curtailment of some of this excess due to network congestion is responsible for the loss of around 16% of 

Scotland’s onshore wind energy [7]. A recent report investigated the use of this curtailed power for hydrogen 

production by electrolysis, and found that curtailment levels of 15-25% would suffice for the economic viability 

of this scheme [8]. While non-curtailed power would be more profitable for electrolysis plants in the current 

context (especially due to the fact that it is more continuously available and allow a greater utilization capacity of 

the assets), this gap is expected to close in the context of fast growing wind capacity. The ScotWind offshore wind 

leasing round on its own will increase rated generating capacity by up to 10 GW [9], [10].  
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However, electricity represents only 24% of Scottish energy demand, with 51% of this demand coming from 

water- and space heating and 25% for transport [11]. Therefore, the scope for utilising this excess renewable 

power for decarbonising heat and transport is significant. For example, the UK published a Clean Growth Strategy 

report in 2017, highlighting that transport alone was the cause of 24% of UK’s emissions in 2015 [12]. In Scotland, 

internal transport (excluding international aviation and shipping) accounted for 32.1% of the total greenhouse 

gases emissions in 2017 [13].  

In this context, energy storage technologies with multiple possible uses would be advantageous, making hydrogen 

a strong contender given its ability to provide electricity, heat and vehicle fuel on demand and with minimal 

emissions [14]. The prospect of improving energy security (including for remote communities) and getting more 

value from renewable energy has motivated the Scottish Government’s commitment to work with industry and 

academia to further develop the role of hydrogen in the energy system, as stated in its Energy Strategy [11]. 

A wide range of published studies on electrolytic hydrogen already exists. For example, some of these studies 

compared business cases for storing or utilising the power output from offshore windfarms [15]; others modelled 

wind energy with hydrogen storage with the goal of meeting 100% of the demand [16]. Hydrogen also compares 

very favourably against other storage technologies when considering long term storage [17], and is therefore an 

option for seasonal energy storage. For example, a study on Mykines, Faroe Islands, compared it to the existing 

diesel generators to help with the seasonal tourism. The high energy demand from tourism did not match the time 

periods of peak output from the installed wind energy. Although hydrogen was more expensive, it still had a 

strong case when comparing its environmental impact to the diesel generator as well as optimising the energy 

generated from the existing wind turbines [18]. The consideration of environmental impact helping hydrogen’s 

case when compared to traditional plant solutions was also highlighted in a hydrogen seasonal storage simulation 

done in northern Italy [19]. Island communities have resulted in several energy systems studies due to factors such 

as fuel import dependency [20], high local renewable energy sources with exporting challenges [21], [22] and 

high energy costs [23], [24]. A study looking at comparing hydrogen and electric ferries for zero emission ferry 

lines between Croatian Islands using 100% renewable energy found that the best of the two technologies varied 

on island size and route, but that overall there was a struggle to both keep the electricity export/import at 

equilibrium and locally supply enough electricity for the ferry lines [20]. A paper summarising the demonstration 

PURE project in Unst, Shetland Islands, found that connecting an electrolyser with 3.55 Nm3/hour maximum 

hydrogen output and a 5 kW fuel cell to two 15 kW wind turbines meant that 18% more of the total wind energy 

was captured [24]. The project also resulted in an additional income generated for local businesses and therefore 

helped the community. Furthermore, several studies on the storage of hydrogen for seasonal fluctuations suggest 

underground storage as a better alternative, for example salt caverns and (for weeks-worth of storage) depleted 

natural gas reservoirs, due to the available space at the required scale [25]–[29]. This ability to provide seasonal 

storage may contribute to justify the deployment of a wider infrastructure for the transmission and distribution of 

hydrogen, within which smaller scale systems may be present.  

Flagship demonstration projects are currently taking place to initiate and validate the deployment of hydrogen 

technologies in Scotland. We will briefly mention the Aberdeen hydrogen buses, and the activities in Orkney, 

both relying on the production of hydrogen by electrolysis of water using renewable power. 

Aberdeen has been leading the way in demonstrating how a city can reduce its emissions through the hydrogen 

bus project [30], funded by two separate European projects, High Vlo City and HyTransit, both supported by Fuel 

Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCHJR). Since then, the city has opened a hydrogen re-fuelling station at 

the end of 2018 [31], supporting the existing 37 hydrogen vehicles in the city as well as meeting planned future 

demand, including 10 new hydrogen buses expected at the end of 2019.  

Meanwhile in the Orkney Islands, demonstration projects have been underway to address the current over-

production of renewable energy relative to the island population and network constraints. In particular, power 

production often exceeds the rated capacity of power cables, including between islands, and between the 

archipelago and the mainland [32]. Local communities are experiencing loss of revenue due to enforced 

curtailment (i.e. dumping) of power produced. The Surf ‘n’ Turf project focused on one of the islands, Eday, 

which hosts a population of 150 people, as well as a 900 kW community wind turbine that was vulnerable to 

curtailment and the tidal energy test site of the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) [32]. The project has 

been producing hydrogen on the island, then shipped by ferry to Kirkwall (the Orkney Islands capital on the 

archipelago ‘mainland’), where the hydrogen is converted back to electricity and used on demand for ‘cold 

ironing’ of the ferries (i.e. the supply of power to ships that are anchored in docks), thus cutting back on pollution 
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from diesel fumes in the port area [32]. The Surf ‘n’ Turf project is the world’s first to produce hydrogen from 

tidal power [21], [32]. The BIG HIT project builds on Surf ‘n’ Turf, as it includes the island Shapinsay with its 

900 kW wind turbine, bigger capacity of hydrogen production, a hydrogen boiler on the same island and more 

varied hydrogen use at Kirkwall including using the hydrogen to power part of the harbour buildings, 3 ferries 

and 5 hydrogen fuel cell vehicles [22]. Other hydrogen projects in Orkney include: HySpirits investigating using 

hydrogen to operate a thermal fluid system instead of combustion fuel within the distilling industry; HyFlyer 

looking at a demonstration flight using hydrogen fuel cell powertrain for 250-300 nautical miles long flights; and 

HyDime project investigating hydrogen/diesel dual fuel commercial ferries [21].  

Finally, the Levenmouth Community Energy Project ran in Methil (Scotland) in 2016-17, and since that project 

provided the direct background and the data for this paper, we are covering it in more detail in the next section. 

All together, these projects show how electrolytic hydrogen might be part of the energy storage solution, by also 

providing transport and heat rather than just storing electrical energy. 

 

 

1.2.  The Levenmouth Community Energy Project 

The Levenmouth Community Energy Project (LCEP) was created and launched in 2014 by Bright Green 

Hydrogen (BGH), a not-for-profit company based in Methil, Scotland. Prior to that, BGH had successfully 

completed The Hydrogen Office Project (THO), where the excess energy from a 750 kW wind turbine was stored 

as hydrogen as a backup for providing low carbon power to an office building via a fuel cell [33].  The project’s 

main goal was to encourage de-carbonising energy supplies and its findings fed into further research on 

electrolytic hydrogen [34]. 

The LCEP was an expanded project from THO, taking the concept further. In addition to the 750 kW wind turbine, 

the renewable generators that fed into the system also included: 

- 48kW of roof-mounted PV and 112 kW of ground PV, securing a varied mix of energy sources that could 

at times complement each other or ensure a more continuous supply.  

- A 250 kW PEM electrolyser;  

- 45 kg of hydrogen storage at 30 bar, equating to roughly 1425 kWh of energy storage (at Lower Heating 

Value);  

- A 100 kW fuel cell;  

- Two 60 kW hydrogen refuellers, one PEM and one alkaline; 

- A total of 17 hydrogen vehicles of three different models: 10 Renault Kangoo Electric Vehicles with fuel 

cells, 5 Diesel-Hydrogen Ford Transits and 2 Diesel-Hydrogen Refuse Collection Vehicles.  

BGH aims to show the potential of hydrogen through practical demonstrations, collecting data for further learning.  

This information enables the modelling and exploring of hydrogen systems using real-world data.  

The present paper focuses on using that data to develop an electrolyser model derived in part from previous work 

[35], but with amendments to take advantage of the “real-life” nature of the data allowing for a more accurate 

representation of full-scale systems. The model is also adapted so as to make good use of the limited amount of 

data available due to instrumentation and proprietary restrictions on data, as can happen in the commercial setting, 

as an improvement on the existing models. 

 

1.3. Existing models of electrolysers  

The electrolyser plays a crucial part when modelling a hydrogen system, and for that purpose a number of 

electrolyser models are presented in the literature. Most of these models proceed from the basic set of equations 

linking the applied potential to the current and hydrogen production in an electrolysis cell [36], [37], and each is 

adapted according to its application or the background of the authors. The degree of detail and complexity of these 

models vary widely, as mentioned in [38], from simple linear models  that link the hydrogen production to the 

power input, to more detailed electro-chemical models. The more detailed models have different areas of focus, 

ranging from investigating effects of cell voltage and internal components [39], [40], to separate material balances 
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for each electrode [41]; to detailed deterministic electrical, electrochemical, ionic transport and thermodynamic 

behaviour [37], [42]–[45]. Some focus on capturing the main behaviour observed using empirical models [46][47].  

Although they all have their uses, models of the type encountered in [35], [39], [41], [42], [48] have a level of 

complexity that may be too high for using in full scale hydrogen energy systems modelling as it would affect the 

overall system computational efficiency, and parameters may be required that are often difficult to get for 

commercial electrolysers. Some of models have highlighted the importance when considering the electrolyser 

system to not just evaluate the behaviour of the stack, but include the balance of plant components such as pump, 

cooling unit and converters [49], [50].  

Of the simpler models that have been applied to demonstration scale systems,  the Ulleberg model [51] is a well-

known and tested semi-empirical model and several studies have used it or based new models from it [42], [43], 

[47], [52], [53]. However, many parameters are still difficult to estimate and their values must be adjusted by trial 

and error without much knowledge of whether they represent real physical data or just convenient fits [51]. The 

alternative is a simple linear model [46], evaluated in [38], in which a commercial electrolyser performance is 

described by a linear polarisation curve, i.e. a linear relationship between the voltage and the current  applied to 

individual electrolysis cells (the “polarisation curve”). This type of model is straightforward to incorporate into 

an energy system with very few inputs needed. However, it may be asked whether it captures enough accuracy 

for a user given that in our experience it does not capture energy consumption well at low load. We also learnt 

from this project and others that the energy consumption during stand-by mode (when the electrolyser is inactive 

but maintained in a state of readiness to operate at short notice) can be significant, an aspect which requires 

consideration of the control of operation and possibly the power supply too when modelling the electrolyser as 

part of a wider energy system. 

Ideally, a dynamic model that described the operation of an electrolyser stack would represent the fundamental 

mechanisms at play in a simple but realistic manner. This model would include a small number of parameters that 

could be adjusted to fit the model to limited plant data available to the operators. The fitted values of these 

parameters in the model would be within an expected range based on known physical properties of materials, 

likely dimensions of internal components when not known and coefficients based on fundamental physical 

models. We developed one such model based on real-life installation as described in the next section. We also 

reported our observations on the parasitic losses during stand-by operation, which we will incorporate in a model 

of the wider LCEP system to be presented in a forthcoming paper.  

 

 

2. The Electrolyser Model 

2.1 Available Data 

The usable plant data for the 250 kW PEM electrolyser that was available to the operator (BGH) was limited to 

time series of paired energy usage of the stack of cells, Pmeasured, and corresponding hydrogen produced nH2.  

Several existing models e.g. [47], [51], [54] include temperature effects, however, the temperature data available 

at BGH was not sufficient for inclusion in this study.  

Furthermore, the following information was known from the product specifications and personal communication 

with the site’s hydrogen system contractor: 

 Maximum power capacity Prated , 250 kW 

 Maximum current Irated, 3050 A 

 Maximum DC voltage, Urated, 85 V 

 Max volumetric flowrate nH2,max of hydrogen produced, 45 Nm3/hr or 3.78 (H2)kg/hr 

 Number of stacks, 1 

 Surface area of individual cells, 1500 cm2 

The data for volume of the hydrogen produced was measured by a Bronkhorst In-Flow F-113AI and reported in 

Nm3/hr, Nm3 being m3 at normal conditions of pressure and temperature (1 atm and 20 oC).  
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The overall set of data from the LCEP was subdivided into two subsets, one for the development of the model and 

one for its validation. 

 

 

2.2 Assumptions and Limitations 

To complete the model, certain assumptions were established: 

1. The maximum rated power capacity (250 kW) includes the powering of not just the stack (or stacks) of 

electrolytic cells, but also the balance of whole electrolyser (pumps, cooling fans, controls), and it also 

includes a proportion of loss from the receiving transformer and from the rectifier that feeds DC to the 

stack. Plant data suggests that at maximum hydrogen production, the measured power going to the stack 

is Pmeasured,max ~ 176 kW. It was therefore assumed that there were some losses involved between the total 

power going to the electrolyser (as supplied as a packaged, self-contained plant by the manufacturer) and 

where the measurement was made. Furthermore, the actual current and voltages corresponding to Irated  

and Urated were not made available to the operator, so the equations will be in terms of Faradaic current 

equivalent to the specific hydrogen production. 

2. While hydrogen flow data was reported at normal operating conditions of temperature (293K) and 

pressure (1 atm), the electrolyser maximum allowable working pressure was quoted as 40 bar, suggesting 

an operating pressure in the region of 30 bar (this is common practice for saving on compression costs 

downstream of the electrolyser). This pressurisation was assumed not to significantly affect the efficiency 

of the stack itself [55].   

3. A previous study suggested that assuming a constant and nominal operating temperature for the 

modelling would only over-estimate hydrogen production by 3% [53]. Therefore, it was decided to use 

normal temperature in this work, although temperature effects could be considered again later in the 

context of modelling the dynamics of cold start when the electrolyser requires initial warming up.  

 

2.1.  Basic Equations for the Power Model 

The starting point of our model is the relationship between the potential applied across an electrolysis cell, Ucell, 

and the current in the cell that takes part in the reaction ([32], [33]).  

If doing so, the current to be used is IH2, cell, which is the Faradaic current equivalent to the specific hydrogen 

production. It is equal to the current going to the cell, Icell, corrected for by the Faraday efficiency,F :    

IH2, cell  = F · Icell                 (1) 

The Nernst equation detemines a reversible potential for the reaction, Urev, taken here as 1.23 V at 25oC and 1 atm 

[48], [56].   When a current is fed to the cell, Urev is then augmented by two contributions: Firstly, the internal 

resistance of the cell, Rcell, which simpy increases linearly with IH2, cell ; and secondly, the Tafel equation which 

gives a logarithmic dependency on IH2, cell [57]: 

𝑈𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 =  𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑣 + 𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 + 𝑘 ln(𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙) − 𝑘 ln(𝐼0)        (2) 

Where 

𝐼𝑜  is the “exchange current” when no net reaction is taking place (at the equilibrium potential) ; 

k is a constant and defined by:  

𝑘 =
𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑠𝑇

0.25𝑧𝐹
 

in which Rgas is the ideal gas constant (8.314 J K-1 mol-1), T is the temperature in K, z is 2 for hydrogen and F is 

Faraday’s constant (96,485 C s-1).  
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The exchange current is not known, so in order to eliminate this one variable, we rearrange Equation 2 when 

applied to the known maximum rated hydrogen production,  

𝑘 ln(𝐼0) = 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑣− 𝑈𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑘 ln(𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥)    

           (3) 

Here we have approximated the Faraday efficiency to a value of 1, which is a valid assumption at maximum load 

and sufficient for our purpose as it is often assumed to be more than 99% [41], [47]. Combining equations (2) and 

(3) to eliminate Io: 

𝑈𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 =  𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑣 + 𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 ∗ 𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 + 𝑘 ln(𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙) − [𝑈 𝑟𝑒𝑣− 𝑈𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑘 ln(𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥)] 

           (4) 

The plant data readily available to Bright Green Hydrogen did not include the cell voltage of the electrolyser, but 

did have the power consumption. Multiplying both sides of equation (4) with the current, Icell, enabled this data to 

be used since Pcell = UcellIIcell. On the left hand side, the power data appears, while on the right hand side, 

introducing the Faraday’s efficiency allows retaining IH2, cell as the sole variable, which itself is directly linked to 

the hydrogen production rate 𝑛𝐻2 (in mol/s) through Faraday’s law:   

 

Equation (4) could therefore be re-written as: 

𝑃𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝑈𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 =
𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝜂𝐹
[𝑈𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙(𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥) + 𝑘 ln (

𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
)]   (5) 

 

With 𝐼𝐻2,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘  =  𝑧𝐹 ∙ 𝑛𝐻2          (6),  

which was also applied to determine IH2 stack,max at maximum hydrogen flow rate. 

 

Switching to the whole stack of cells, we consider the number of cells 𝑛𝑐. 

In Equation (5),  

 ln (
𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝐼𝐻2𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
) is the same as ln (

𝐼𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘

𝐼𝐻2𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑚𝑎𝑥
), since ln (

𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
) = ln (

𝐼𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘
𝑛𝑐

𝐼𝐻2𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑛𝑐

).  

Also, 𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙(𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥) can be re-written as 𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙(
𝐼𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘−𝐼𝐻2𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛𝑐
). 

After multiplying on both sides by 𝑛𝑐 , Equation (5) therefore becomes: 

𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 𝑛𝑐 ∗ 𝑃𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 =
𝐼𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘

𝜂𝐹

[𝑈𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 +
𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝑛𝑐

(𝐼𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 − 𝐼𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑚𝑎𝑥)  + 𝑘 ln (
𝐼𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘

𝐼𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑚𝑎𝑥

)] 

           (7) 

 

Equation (7) gives the power consumption of the stack as a function of the Faradaic current IH2 stack equivalent to 

the specified hydrogen production. Parameters are F, UH2 cell,max, 
𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝑛𝑐
 and IH2 stack, max. 

 F is initially assumed to have a value of 1, which is reasonably expected to be the case at high load.  

 IH2 stack, max is estimated from applying Faraday’s law to the maximum rated hydrogen production at F 

= 1. It may correspond to a combined total of Faradaic currents rather than an actual current seen 

anywhere in the stack. 

 UH2 cell,max can be estimated from the observed power draw at the maximum rated hydrogen production 

and IH2 stack, max.  
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𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝑛𝑐
 must be adjusted so that the model fits the observed data. 

 

The power fed to the 250kW electrolysis plant is not just feeding into the stack. The electrolyser also includes 

power consuming components such as a transformer and rectifier and balance of plant (pumps, fans, controls). 

There are therefore losses involved before the power reaches the electrolyser stack, for example the rectifier, 

which was investigated during a previous electrical analysis study on the site [58]. When looking at the data 

available at BGH, it was assumed that the measured power data includes a conversion loss, ηconv, in other words:  

𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 ∗ 𝑈𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 ∗ 𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑        (8) 

 

An electrolyser can either be in monopolar of bipolar configuration [51], [56]. For monopolar configuration, the 

stack voltage is the same as cell voltage, 𝑈𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝑈𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘. Individual electric currents fed to the cell add up to 

the total electric current fed to the stack (the cells are connected in parallel). The faradaic currents IH2 cell and IH2 

stack mirror this relationship, 𝑛𝑐 ∗ 𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝐼𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘. 

Meanwhile, for bipolar configuration the overall stack voltage is applied across the cells arranged in series, hence 

𝑛𝑐 ∗ 𝑈𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝑈𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘. Also, as a result of this the value for the electric current fed to each cell is the same as 

the total current fed to the stack. However, the total number of electrons transferred to hydrogen still multiplies 

with the number of cells, hence the relationship for the combined total of Faradaic currents is the same as for 

monopolar configuration, 𝑛𝑐 ∗ 𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝐼𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘.  

Therefore, 𝑛𝑐 ∗ 𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝐼𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 applies irrespective of monopolar or bipolar configuration, and hence 

𝑈𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is: 

𝑈𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣∗𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 

𝑛𝑐∗𝐼𝐻2 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
=  

𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣∗𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 

𝐼𝐻2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑚𝑎𝑥
      (9) 

 

Finally, this led to an equation that models the power going to the electrolyser stack. The stack power is now 

named Pmodel and is the predicted power attempted to fit the data from the measured power Pmeasured. For 

simplification, the term 
𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝑛𝑐
 from equation (7) has been labelled R and is a resistance parameter: 

𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 =
𝐼𝐻2

𝜂𝐹
 [𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 + 𝑅 ∗ 〖(𝐼〗𝐻2 − 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘) + 𝑘 ∙ ln (

𝐼𝐻2

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘
)]     (10) 

At high load, near the maximum power, where it can be assumed that the value for F  is close to 1, equation (10) 

simplifies to  

𝑃∗ = 𝐼𝐻2 ∗ [𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 + 𝑅 ∗ 〖(𝐼〗𝐻2 − 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘) + 𝑘 ∙ ln (
𝐼𝐻2

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘
)]      

  (11) 

where P* is an approximation of Pmodel at high load. If taking an arbitrary value of ηconv in the expected range, for 

example 0.74, the value of R can be adjusted so that equation (11) can match the observed data for high hydrogen 

flow rates on a plot of P vs. nH2.  

Although the Faraday’s efficiency was assumed to be equal to or approaching 1 at higher hydrogen production 

rates, it will be increasing from 0 at the lower rates [59]. This is because at voltages close to the minimum that is 

required for electrolysis, the leakage currents through the stack can be of an order of magnitude that is greater 

than that of the current going to react at the electrodes.  

At low load, the observed value of ηF must be estimated from the plant data. Noting that formally: 

𝜂𝐹 = 𝑃∗/ 𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙            (12) 
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we can use equation (12) to get an approximation for the measured value of ηF if using the measured power 

Pmeasured as an estimate for Pmodel , together with the calculated value of P* as given by equation (11). For clarity, 

a different notation can be introduced: 

𝜂𝐹,𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝑃∗/ 𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑         (13) 

 

To model the changing faradaic efficiency, the electrons going to the cells were considered to be either leaking 

through to the opposite electrode (leakage current), or contributing to producing hydrogen. Hence,  

𝜂𝐹 =
𝐼𝐻2−𝐼𝐻2,𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒

𝐼𝐻2+𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
         (14) 

 

Where 𝐼𝐻2,𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒  is the reverse current from hydrogen recombining with oxygen species to produce water, and 

IH2 is the forward current actually going to hydrogen production.  

𝐼𝐻2,𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒  was considered to be approximately equal to the exchange current 𝐼0 at the reversible voltage Urev (1.23 

V) when the electrolysis half-cell reactions at the electrode match their respective reverse reaction. This value 

decreases and very rapidly becomes negligible before IH2 as the applied voltage rises above the equilibrium 

voltage, and therefore the following approximation is acceptable: 

 

𝜂𝐹 =
𝐼𝐻2−𝐼0

𝐼𝐻2+𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
         (15) 

 

At the reversible potential (Urev = 1.23 V), IH2 = I0. At this point, Faraday’s efficiency will be equal to 0, consistent 

with our expectation.  

All terms in equation (15) were then divided by the exchange current, 𝐼0. If we apply Tafel’s law to the current 

ratio IH2 / Io, we can then express F as a function of the stack overpotential, itself the difference between Ustack 

and the sum of Urev and the activation potentials at the electrodes, Uact. The later quantity will need adjusting for 

the model to fit F,est from plant data, but is expected to be in the range 0.1 – 0.2 V [13]. The leakage current is 

expected to simply follow Ohm’s law, producing a term that is proportional to Ustack. The resulting model for F 

is 

𝜂𝐹 = 0.97 ∗
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝑥1∗(𝑈𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘−𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑣−∆𝑈𝑎𝑐𝑡))−1

𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝑥1∗(𝑈𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘−𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑣−∆𝑈𝑎𝑐𝑡))+𝑥2∗𝑈𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘
      (16) 

 

where x1 and x2 are adjustable parameters that can be set to match F,est from plant data, and a factor of 0.97 is 

introduced to give a more realistic value of F at full load rather than 1. Ustack itself is obtained with help from 

equation (6) and (13). The very characteristic shape of the curve for F,est plotted against Ustack (as shown in the 

next section) made the adjustment of Uact, x1 and x2 fairly straightforward. 

 

 

2.3 Parameter fitting to match plant data 

It is clear from the equations in section 2.2, that the model requires data-fitting methods. Finding the unknown 

parameters for this model was done heuristically by visual fitting of modelled curves to scatter plots of minute-

by-minute experimental data that were obtained for the electrolyser on a specific day, June 1st, 2017, for the whole 

day. These adjustments were made by implementing the model in an Excel spreadsheet, and assuming reasonable 

starting values for the parameters. The results of the model were plotted on the same graph as the plant data and 

the values of the parameters were then adjusted so that the model curve matched the data, as described in the rest 
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of this section. This approach avoids the use of complex optimization methods. Exploring the sensitivity of the fit 

of the model to changes in value of individual parameters confirmed that the proposed solution was an 

approximation of a local optimum, acceptable for our purpose. Therefore, we deemed our approach to be practical 

enough for end-users who have sufficient knowledge of electrolyser behaviour, as long as the data is of good 

enough quality to clearly denote expected trends.  

First, we concentrate on the experimental data at high load. The nominal rating for hydrogen production at 

maximum load for the electrolyser (3.78 kg/hr, or 1.05 g/s) is reached during operation as seen in the experimental 

data (Figure 2). The corresponding measured power Pmeasured is approximately in the range 175 – 200 kW. Given 

the rating for the full electrolyser system (250 kW), this suggests a value for the conversion efficiency factor value 

from power supply to stack (conv) that lies between 175/250 = 0.7 and 200/250 = 0.8. A tentative value must be 

chosen in this range before proceeding. We arbitrarily set conv = 0.74 and found this value to be a good enough 

choice for the rest of the modelling effort on this system. 

Still considering the power at high load, we assume a Faraday’s efficiency of 1, P*, is calculated using equation 

(11). The value for the internal resistance, R , can be adjusted by visually matching the modelled value P* to the 

scatter data for Pmeasured, keeping the resulting line within the middle of the scatter plot in the area where it seems 

to broadly keep in a line (albeit a gently bended one), before it starts levelling off at low load.  

Next, the Faraday’s efficiency from measured data was estimated by using equation (13). At this point, after 

calculating Ustack from Equation (4), we can plot a scatter of F,est as a function of or each experimental data point.  

This scatter plot is shown in Figure 1, which follows the expected Faradaic efficiency curve from literatures well 

[59]. It is noticeable that some of the values for F,est are above 1, which is a physical impossibility (except perhaps 

at transient states), however this is caused by the scatter in the experimental data around which the model is built 

(the model will underestimate some values of power consumption as a consequence of driving the modelled curve 

for Pmeasured vs. nH2 through the middle of the scatter plot for the experimental data).   

On Figure 1, the curve obtained from the modelled Faradaic efficiency using equation (16) was adjusted to fit 

through the scatter plot for F,est. On Figure 1, the activation potential Uact determined the rise of the curve from 

0 shortly after the reversible potential. The constants x1 and x2 determined the slope and the position of the middle 

section that rises steeply between values near 0 and values near 1 for the Faradaic efficiency. Therefore these three 

constants were first adjusted for a good visual match of the model to the scatter in Figure 1, and then fine-tuned 

in the main model graph for Pmodel vs. nH2, Figure 2, in an iterative process that adjusted these three parameters in 

turn with the electrode resistance R from equation (10) for the full model. The resistance was found to be a 

sensitive parameter, so once a suitable value was established, majority of the fine-tuning was done by the other 

parameters. 

With the parameters from equation (16) settled, the power to hydrogen curve in Figure 2 was finalised. For the 

electrolyser H45, the adjustable parameters are listed in Table 1. The power conversion factor is an important link 

between the hydrogen produced and the power measured.  

The model was tested against data taken every minute from BGH’s 250 kW PEM electrolyser, known as H45, 

and the finished model is seen in Figure 2. Due to the limited available data, the model with its chosen parameters 

was created using data taken every minute for one 24-hour period, and then tested against two other sets of 1-

minute data during two 24 hour periods. The day chosen for developing the model had most activity from the 

electrolyser, and therefore had more available data points. The effect of including the changing Faraday’s 

efficiency defined by equation (16) is seen by comparing the curve of the model to an assumed Faraday’s 

efficiency of 1.  
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Figure 1. Faraday's efficiency curve fitting, measured data and modelled data 

 

Figure 2. Power to the stack vs rate of production, for the model fitted against measured data (June 1st, 2017) from Bright 

Green Hydrogen's 250 kW PEM electrolyser. The curve ‘Modelled Power’ includes the equation for Faraday’s efficiency 

from Figure 1. 
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Table 1 BGH 250 kW electrolyser model parameters 

Symbol Description Value Unit 

𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 Power conversion factor 0.74  

𝑅 Electrolyte resistance 2*10-6 Ohms 

Uact Overpotential 0.12 V 

𝑥1 

𝑥1 =

(
𝑧𝐹

0.5 ∗ 𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑠𝑇
)

𝐴
 

A = 6  

𝑥2 Constant including effect 

of  exchange current 

70 V-1 

  

 

2.4 Comparing our Model to the ‘Linear Model’ 

Section 1.3 mentioned that for commercial electrolysers, the voltage is often expressed as a linear function in 

relation to the current [38]. Due to the linear variation of voltage and current, this model is referred to as the 

‘Linear Model’ in this paper, nevertheless the equations involved still result in a non-linear relationship between 

power and hydrogen production. In this model, the voltage is defined as [46]: 

𝑈 =  𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝐼𝐻2 𝑅𝑙𝑖𝑛         (17) 

where emin is the minimum potential above which hydrogen production becomes significant (including electrode 

overpotentials, and in the range of validity of the Tafel law), and Rlin is the internal resistance as approximated in 

this model. 

The voltage can then be found at different currents from Equation (17), where the current IH2 is obtained from 

Equation (6). The assumption can also be made that the Faradaic efficiency is 1, i.e. I = IH2 .  

The resulting model for the power input to the stack is obtained by multiplying Equation (17) by I. Please note 

that this model produces a curve for P vs. nH2 that has the shape of a segment of parabola. 

The value for emin in this model can be assumed to be 1.48 V as in [28] or slightly higher to accommodate electrode 

overpotentials. Figure 3 shows that for the electrolyser, the value of Rlin that fitted well with the data on the near 

linear part at sufficiently high load was found to be 4∙10-– 6 Ohms. No further adjustment was made other than this 

visual fit. 
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Figure 3. ‘Linear Model’ fitted to measured data (Power to the stack vs rate of production) from the H45 250 kW 

electrolyser (June 1st, 2017, same set as for Figs. 1 and 2), also compared with full model 

 

3 Results 

3.1 Data Validation 

As mentioned in section 2.3, the model parameters were adjusted using 1 minute-interval data from a 24 hour 

period from 1st of June 2017 as the chosen electrolyser had a lot of activity from this day and therefore had a good 

number of data points. Two other sets were chosen to validate the model and its parameters. These results can be 

seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The model was able to follow the two data sets well.  All three graphs show that 

the measured data first curves downwards as hydrogen output increases from 0, before bottoming-out and then 

nearly linearly increasing its power usage as hydrogen output increases. This was unexpected, although the model 

that we developed was still able to follow this pattern well at all three dates. The Linear Model has been included 

as a comparison.   

Grouping all data points from Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 gives a more complete picture of the range of 

measured data from the electrolyser. This has been summarised Figure 6.  
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Figure 4. Model validation against measured data, Example 1 (May 30th, 2017) from Bright Green Hydrogen's 250 kW PEM 

electrolyser 

 

Figure 5. Model validation against measured data, Example 2 (June 2nd, 2017) from Bright Green Hydrogen's 250 kW PEM 

electrolyser 
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Figure 6. All data points from Figures 3, 4 and 5 summarised 

 

4 Discussion 

The developed electrolyser model allowed improved prediction of hydrogen output at low load. It also allowed 

more realistic transitions between periods when the electrolyser is idle (when energy consumption is dominated 

by parasitic stand-by loads) and periods when the electrolyser is producing hydrogen at low load. Better modelling 

of these two aspects become particularly relevant when estimating the economic performance as well as dynamic 

behaviour of the wider system including power consumption and hydrogen production. 

All the data presented here are for the electrolyser at hot standby, which is one possible explanation as to why the 

power is observed to start in the range of 40 kW to 60 kW and decreases first with the increasing hydrogen 

production before it curves up again. This feature is also compatible with our proposed model as discussed below. 

The region of high hydrogen production in Figure 4 appears to have a constant power consumption at around 87 

kW with a varying hydrogen output ranging from 0.43 g/s to 0.54 g/s. Closer inspection of the underlying minute-

by-minute data shows that the full range of this variation occurred within 2 minutes, followed by fluctuations 

within this range. This strongly suggest pressure-driven oscillations of the flow. This suggestion is further 

supported by an analysis of the data in the run-up to this event: in the previous 45 minutes, the power consumption 

by the stack varied in the range 82 – 143 kW, corresponding to an estimated production of about 1.7 kg of 

hydrogen, and yet no hydrogen flowed from the stack. It is likely that this power is used for pressurising (and 

possibly flushing or even heating up) the stack, its casing and surrounding pipework.  The build-up of gas within 

the electrolyser prior to operating pressure being reached would probably explain some of the scatter that is 

observed in the raw data that we are presenting here. Our model (and standard industry models such as the ‘Linear 

Model’) may account well for average values, but miss out on transient phenomena such as this. However, over 

longer timescales the fluctuations may average out with the result that predictions from models may remain 

relatively close to time-averaged observed values. It is important to highlight that 1-minute data will show more 

variations like this, than half-hourly or hourly data, suggesting perhaps that depending on the final use of a model, 

too fine a time-resolution for the data may or may not be a desirable requirement. Meanwhile, using hourly data 

for energy systems modelling can be too general depending on the analysis carried out from the data. 
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4.1 Performance comparison between the models 

The ‘Linear Model’ used in comparison for commercial electrolyser modelling successfully captured a major part 

of the electrolyser’s behaviour through a straightforward calculation. Its limitation was in simulating the lower 

hydrogen production flow rates. This is shown in Figure 3, which has already been used to illustrate the adjustment 

of the value of Rlin in the ‘Linear Model’. It can be seen that this method works well for the majority of the power 

curve, however the inaccuracy of the common model becomes noticeable at hydrogen production levels below 

about 30% of the nominal rate of hydrogen production (ca. 0.3 g/s). 

By contrast, our new model is particularly suited to match the same pattern, simply because it accounts for low 

Faraday efficiency when the load is becoming low. This feature allows it to reach a minimum power consumption 

at some point in the low range of hydrogen production, before increasing again as energy efficiency losses increase 

with increased hydrogen production. 

The impact of this difference on performance is summarised in  

 

Table 2, where it appears that increased accuracy at lower load allows our new model to make a closer prediction 

to the actual energy consumption.  

This work shows the impact of Faraday’s efficiency at low load, thus improving the prediction of hydrogen 

production and energy consumption for a relatively simple model of a commercial electrolyser. In Figure 3 the 

‘Linear model’ has nearly an 8% error while this model has around 3% error. Figure 4 mostly has lower hydrogen 

flow rates, resulting in a greater difference between the predicted energy consumption and the actual energy 

consumption. The ‘Linear model’ is off by 43% and this paper’s model is off by 25%. In Figure 5’s example, the 

linear model’s energy consumption is off by 30% and this model is off by 16%. 

 

Table 2. Actual energy consumed by the electrolyser stack when it is producing hydrogen over 24 hour period compared to 

modelled energy consumed (data from hot standby and pressurisation is excluded) 

Figure Actual energy 

consumed by 

stack over 24 hr 

(kWh) 

New model’s 

prediction of 

energy consumed 

over 24 hr (kWh) 

% error 

for new model 

Linear model’s 

prediction of 

energy consumed 

over 24 hr (kWh) 

% error 

for linear model 

3 565 549 – 2.8 519 – 8.1 

4 87 65 – 25 50 – 43 

5 82 69 – 16 57 – 30 
 

Table 3. Losses from hot stand-by (excluding pressurization). 

Figure Actual energy 

consumed by stack 

over 24 hr, excluding 

hot standby (kWh) 

Actual energy 

consumed by stack over 

24 hr, including hot 

standby (kWh) 

% of total energy 

consumed by stack 

while on hot standby 

Actual average hot 

standby power (kW) 

3 565 1210 53 44 ± 15.3 (standard 

deviation) 

4 87 235 63 38 ± 4.8 (standard 

deviation) 

5 82 1064 92 45 ± 14.9 (standard 

deviation) 
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4.2 Hot standby losses 

It is important to highlight the impact of the parasitic load of the electrolyser when it is on ‘hot standby’, i.e. kept 

under low power and heated so that it can start generating hydrogen at very short notice. In principle, this parasitic 

load could result in a major energy consumption without a hydrogen output. 

The plant data showed that this particular electrolyser used roughly 38 – 45kW in parasitic load for the electrolyser 

alone when it was on hot standby, as shown in Table 3. After factoring in the conversion losses, this represented 

25% of the full 250 kW power. This figure seems high, especially when comparing to other published standby 

losses of a protective current of 0.35 kW for a 25 kW alkaline electrolyser [36] (representing 1.4% of full capacity) 

or 7 kW at hibernation (25 kW when including freezing protection) for a 2 MW electrolyser machine [60] (0.35% 

or 1.25% of full capacity). However, it may be appropriate to point out that this particular electrolyser was built 

based on a pre-existing 500 kW electrolyser model, and therefore there is a possibility that it might not be as 

efficient at hot standby as an optimised, commercial 250 kW electrolyser should be. 

In addition to this, operation on standby or at low load will require the application of low power, and unless the 

power supply unit is specially designed or adapted to retain high efficiency at low load it may well be the source 

of significant heating and power draw. Thus, rectifiers for which typical efficiencies are 88-91% (see for example 

[61]) are known to use significantly more power at lower load especially if based on traditional thyristor 

technology. For example, in [62] it is shown that a 6-pulse thyristor rectifier operated at a partial load of 20% for 

an electrolyser can increase overall power consumption by up to 20% compared with what would be expected if 

its efficiency at full load was constant (i.e. the equivalent of applying 
𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣

1.2
= 0.62 instead of 0.74, or an additional 

load of 12% of 50 kW = 6 kW), whereas a buck rectifier can maintain the same performance over this range. 

Likewise, [63] investigated two common configurations of DC power supply to electrolysers and their results 

suggested losses of energy efficiency of the order of 3-4 percentage points (in terms of HHV of hydrogen over 

electrical energy) when going from 100% load to 20% load, with one power system also being 3-4 percentage 

points more efficient than the other over the entire range of loads. It is possible that in the particular case of the 

LCEP the power supply unit may have needed further consideration regarding its efficient operation at low load 

and at hot stand-by. 

With the standby power representing such a significant proportion of the nominal power of the electrolyser, long 

periods of standby will result in large energy penalties, and this was in fact observed. Table 3 also presents the 

data on energy consumption during hot standby for all three days that the data was gathered for this work. The % 

of energy that was consumed by the stack operation during hot standby periods ranged from 53 to 92 % of the 

total energy sent to the stack (we discounted energy consumption from the pressurisation of the stack). These high 

figures highlight the issue with just modelling the electrolyser as an isolated component and not as a system that 

is ready to produce hydrogen when needed. This also suggests a very inefficient specification or operation of the 

control system, where perhaps the algorithm is not following an optimised process when deciding to maintain the 

electrolyser on hot standby or switch it on. This proves the importance of a carefully planned control scheme of 

an electrolyser, where a combination of forecast available power and analysis of actual available power (ensuring 

there is a sustained power input), could reduce the hot standby time and therefore improve the electrolyser’s 

performance. 

Future work should therefore focus on optimising the control scheme so that unnecessary standby operation is 

avoided. This will be investigated further for a study on whole LCEP system where this electrolyser model is a 

part of, to improve the LCEP control scheme.  

 

5. Conclusion 

An electrolyser model has been developed using real-world data from a commercial electrolyser using limited 

available information. The model is semi-empirical and the key data needed is the power usage and the hydrogen 

produced by the electrolyser. From this, certain parameters can be adjusted to fit the model to the available data 

of a specific electrolyser and then use the modified model to realistically capture the commercial electrolyser’s 
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power input and hydrogen output. This makes this model useful for whole system modelling for future planning 

and optimisation, where it is important to capture the actual behaviour but not over-complicating the model as this 

would sacrifice simulation time efficiency.  

The model also incorporated an original semi-empirical approach to estimate Faradaic efficiency from plant data.  

The model can be applied to other commercial electrolysers by readjusting the parameters. It can be adapted to 

different operating temperatures and pressure since parameters of the model can themselves be described as 

functions of temperatures and pressure, as can also be done for other models. Furthermore the equations can be 

adapted and calculated in a different order so that a user with for example just power and current data can use this 

model too, as we know is the case at another demonstration site. 

The model was first developed using one set of data to determine the adjustable parameters, and then validated 

against other collections of data for the same electrolyser. The model was able to successfully capture the pattern 

seen in the validation data, in particular the transition between standby mode and operation at low load, and the 

minimum point of power consumption that is observed as hydrogen output increases from 0.  

A comparison was made between this model and a commonly used model in industry, referred to here as the 

‘Linear Model’ to see if there was an improvement in capturing the power consumption more accurately at lower 

hydrogen outputs. This was found to be the case, and our model was found to perform significantly better than 

the common one, especially on days when production was relatively low. It also would be more easily combined 

with system models where standby power consumption is included, allowing for a smoother transition for the 

modelling of the power supply between standby and production at low load. 

The model offers an alternative for users of commercial electrolysers whose systems may be affected by low 

capacity of utilization at times, for example due to daily, weekly or seasonal patterns of power supply or demand, 

as can be expected in many contexts where renewable energies or remote locations are involved.  

As an important aside, the particular electrolyser to which our model was applied in this study had roughly 25% 

parasitic load when it was on hot standby. Looking at the whole system that was part of LCEP, it became apparent 

that the control system needed optimised, because the long periods of time over which the electrolyser was on hot 

standby resulted in excessive cumulated energy consumption of the same order as that observed during production. 

While it may be technically difficult to avoid power consumption during stand-by, it should be able to be 

minimised. Additionally improvements in the control system have the potential to vastly increase the energy 

efficiency of the electrolyser, by more judiciously choosing to switch between hot or cold standby (or even 

temporary shutdown). This could be done on the basis of real time forecast of power supply, power demand and 

current inventory of stored hydrogen. Finally, it is possible that the power supply unit including the rectifier may 

need to be reviewed regarding its efficiency at low load and at hot stand-by, as in a worst case scenario it could 

account for much of the observed parasitic load. 

Other interesting observations made in the course of this project were that  

- Dynamic changes in the recorded flow rate of produced hydrogen was apparent in the minute-by-minute 

data which were used in this paper 

- These transient changes could explain some of the scatter in the data (in one case, 21% variation in two 

minutes) 

- Some of these transient changes in the flow rate may have been driven by fluctuations in pressure caused 

by the control valve that regulates the internal pressure of the electrolyser stack  

- Some amount of time and energy seemed to be expended to provide the cushion hydrogen gas that is 

required for bringing the electrolyser to its operating pressure (up to 45 minutes in one case). During 

these periods, no hydrogen seemed to be produced. 

- Transient phenomena could be captured by the minute-to-minute data, but our model and the standard 

‘linear’ model would ignore these and average over time to give values close to observed data over longer 

periods of time. 
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